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Click here for all audio lessons

Click here for PDF transcripts

Full Melnyks Chinese Audio Course
Member's access to ALL Chinese audio lessons and situational dialogues. When asked to login again, please do so, and choose the save it.

PDF Transcripts and Worksheets
Here are your simplified and traditional PDF transcripts and worksheets

iOS and Android Mobile Apps
If you prefer to use mobile app, please download one for your phone

Chinese Characters Video Lessons
Watch basic calligraphy videos

Mandarin Chinese Grammar Q&A
Find answers to common grammar questions

Melnyks Chinese on iTunes
Melnyks Chinese Audio Course

Please press on the arrow to download the lesson, scroll down to view more lessons. Please download one lesson at a time.

Episodes

Lesson 001. Greetings in Chinese.

Lesson 001. PDF Transcript (Simplified)

Lesson 001. PDF Transcript (Traditional)

Lesson 001. Dialog 1.

Lesson 001. Dialog 2.

Lesson 002. Chinese Tones.

Lesson 002. PDF Transcript (Simplified)

Lesson 002. PDF Transcript (Traditional)

Lesson 003. Expressing Needs in Chinese

Lesson 003. PDF Transcript (Simplified)

Lesson 003. PDF Transcript (Traditional)